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The best LEGO Harry Potter sets from iMore 2021 Harry Potter and the LEGO Magic World goes hand in hand because there is something as magical as seeing these construction kits assembled to the end. Putting it all together is like magic, right? These 12 sets explore Harry Potter with impressive detail, from
Hogwarts Castle to the Forbidden Forest. Here are the best LEGO Harry Potter kits you can buy. Employees' favorite Collect the iconic replica of Hogwarts Castle with this impressively detailed construction kit of 6,020 pieces. The set consists of four minifigai, 27 micro figurines, a Hagrido hut and five lined boats. Once
completed, the Hogwarts Castle set will make you feel like you're actually there. For $400 at Amazon Piecing together this Kasping Willow set, you can help Harry and Ron fly Ford Anglia into the tree spinning branches. The LEGO kit includes 753 parts and all the detail you might want from the iconic Harry Potter scene.
$56 Amazon This Harry Potter Hogwarts Express LEGO kit includes a removable side panel and roof, as well as a railway bridge and platform 9 3/4. You can also get minifigs Ron Weasley, Hermione Granger, Remus Lupin, and Harry Potter. From $80 at Amazon Sorcery World Sports Choice allows for a terrific
construction kit. The 500-piece set will set your competitive personality aflutter as you search for Golden Snitch. There are six minifigs, including Marcus Flint, Hermione Granger, Severus Snape, Oliver Wood, Lucian Bole, and Harry Potter. From $53 at Amazon This mini-recreation diagon alley consists of 374 pieces and
provides a great opportunity to explore the iconic Harry Potter location. When you're there, talk to Mr. Ollivander, who will gladly line you up with your wand. $90 at Amazon Hold is tense as you go on a magical bus ride through London with a Harry Potter Knight Bus construction kit that includes minifigs for Harry Potter,
Ernie Prang, and Stan Shunpike. The 281-piece set also includes a shredded head and a Hedwig owl with three wild stories of magical turmoil. $184 at the Amazon Build hogwarts Great Hall, where Harry Potter and the rest of the school gather to socialize. You will communicate with a sorting hat and ten minifigures.
The construction kit also includes the Grand Staircase Tower, a drinks room, a treasure room and more to survive your Harry Potter fantasy. From $100 at Amazon Explore Wizards to the world it would be nice if you could wave a magic wand to collect these Harry Potter construction kits quickly. But the fun is piecing
them together yourself. Although the lego Harry Potter sets are very diverse, Hogwarts Castle stands out because it offers impressive details and plenty of minifigures to replicate all the favorite scenes from the franchise. If you just want a smaller set of decorations instead of playing Harry Potter and Hedwig Brickheadz
is an attractive option that allows you to create some of your favorite characters and them wherever you want! We can earn commissions on purchases using our links. learn more, find out more. Getty Images While we never get your Hogwarts acceptance letter, there happen to be some pretty magical alternatives that
you can visit around the world. 1 of 15 Hohenzollern Castle, Germany's gorgeous Hohenzollern Castle, which sits on Mount Berg Hohenzollern in Germany, has been around since 1,000 years ago. Once privately owned, the gardens are now open for sightseeing and attract visitors from all over the world. (And yes, that
means we muggles.) 2 of the 15 Mont Saint Michel Abbey, France's Mont Saint Michel Abbey in Normandy, France, is known for its amazing Gothic architecture and rich religious history. According to its website, in its more than 2,000-year existence, the institution was a church, prison and tourist attraction - but
surprisingly, never in the corridors where Harry, Ron and Hermione walked into class. 3 of the 15 Shambles, England in the heart of York, England, you can find Shambles, a famous street filled with a variety of shops and restaurants. Tourist and local favorite, daintily designed warehouses and narrow streets resemble
Harry's shopping center Diagon Alley. Hopefully Ollivander's is just around the corner. 4 of the 15 Glamis Castle, Scotland's Glamis Castle in Glamis, Scotland, is both a functioning residence and a historic tourist attraction, but not a magical wizard's school. The castle, which has been around since the early 1300s, is
home to Earl and countess strathmore and Kinghorne. Castle spaces can be rented for events such as wedding receptions, fashion shows and grand dinners. 5 of the 15 Ribblehead overpasses, England's Ribblehead overpass is the Settle-Carlisle railway in North Yorkshire, England that channels the railway featured in
the Harry Potter movies. Unfortunately, the line doesn't really run to Hogwarts, but we can dream. 6 of the 15 Hebei Academy of Fine Arts, China Hebei Academy of Fine Arts is a selective art university located in Hebei, China, not far from Beijing. With its near-gravity-defying clock and castle-like spires, the university
shares a striking resemblance to Harry's alma mater. 7 out of 15 Rothenburg ob der Tauber, Germany The tiny town of Rothenburg ob der Tauber is located in northern Bavaria, Germany and is a real-life version of hogsmeade. From its beautiful cobbled roads to medieval architecture, the village looks frozen in time from
its construction in the Middle Ages. The city's lively tourism industry is perfect for any passionate Potter fan. 8 out of 15 Prague Castle, Czech Republic In a city where each street looks like a fairy tale, it is not surprising that the breathtaking Prague Castle would look like a fancy place. Built in the 880s, the castle is still
the largest castle in the world. You can just picture Harry and friends coming to Hogwarts for the first time here. * Cue Hedwig's 9 of the 15 Suzzallo Library, University of Washington If Hogwart's Great Hall ever needed to move, a graduate reading room at the University of Washington would probably be the next best
option. Designed in a collegiate Gothic style, the Graduate Reading Room is designed in a collegiate Gothic style and features stained glass windows and dimmed chandeliers that add a haunting aura to the room. 10 of the 15 Balfour Castle, UK Balfour Castle, despite its name, is not actually a castle, but rather a five-
star hotel on the small Shapinsay island of Orkney, UK. Outward-looking towers and spirals are perfect for the richly decorated Victorian interior. But do not be afraid, the forest of property is far from forbidden and was created simply to give the hotel privacy. 11 of the 15 Annenberg Hall, Harvard University's Annenberg
Hall at Harvard University is almost identical to the Great Hall, except for floating candles on the ceiling. According to its website, Annenberg Hall served as a student in the commons that held dances, banquets and rehearsals before becoming a dining room for university students - miraculously appearing dishes not
included. 12 of the 15 Ashford Castle, Ireland Ashford Castle is a magnificent 83-room hotel located in the quiet village of Mayo, Ireland. The unique hotel allows its customers to live as royalties surrounded by medieval architecture and elegantly decorated rooms. It's hard to believe that this is not the place Harry learned
to fly a broom in his first year. In 13 of the 15 Learning Departments, the University of Pittsburgh at the University of Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania, you can find the Learning Department - a Gothic-style tower that is dedicated to study room for university students. According to his website, the architect designed columns that
stretch up to a high ceiling to inspire the idea that learning is endless; the motto Hermione would love. 14 of the 15 Château Frontenac, Quebec's picturesque Château Frontenac is a French-style hotel in Quebec City, Canada. Châteauesque-style architecture and accent spot lights can be seen in its reflection on the St.
Lawerence River, giving the building a magical look. Fortunately, you don't really know any spells to spend the night here. 15 of the 15 Neuschwanstein Castle, Germany On a hill above the town of Hohenschwangau in southwestern Bavaria, Germany, sits the magnificent Neuschwanstein Castle. Once a Bavarian royalty
home, the gardens were open to the public in 1886 and attract more than a million visitors a year, according to the castle's website. The design is the inspiration for Disney theme parks Cinderella Castle and clearly resembles Hogwarts Castle, especially in winter. Yule Ball, anyone? Someone?
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